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The ethos of Greengate Lane Academy is underpinned by the belief that each child has the right to work, 
play and learn in a friendly, safe and supportive environment. Equally we believe that all members of staff 
have the right to deliver their professional responsibilities in a similar environment. 

In order to promote this environment we have high expectations of the standards of behaviour at our 
school. All children are aware of this, as it is continually reinforced in school assemblies and class 
situations. A vital component in securing this is the continued support of parents and carers in helping us to 
reinforce our values. 

We aim to help our children to become well adjusted members of society by valuing and respecting all 
members of our school community, and encouraging children to realise that they have to think not only of 
themselves, but also of others who make up this wider community. 

We want children of Greengate Lane Academy to achieve their full potential, and we aim to achieve this by 
encouraging them to work well both as individuals and as members of a team. 

 

Our Behaviour Policy is based upon a mutual respect, to be in evidence in all that we do at school. 

1. Children are expected to treat each other and all adults in the school with respect and courtesy 

2. All adult members of our school community are expected to treat each other with equal respect and 
courtesy. 

3. All adults are expected to treat all children with respect and courtesy. Where children behave in 
inappropriate ways all school staff will continue to treat the child with respect. 

4. Appropriate behaviour will be recognised and celebrated. 

5. Inappropriate behaviour will be identified and dealt with through clear, consistent, agreed strategies. 

6. To review persistent poor behaviour, seeking to investigate reasons for behaviour. 
Principal/Learning Mentor to hold discussion with parents/child, school staff and outside agencies. 
Provisions to be adapted if needed including: nurture groups, pastoral support and referrals made to 
outside agencies.  

 

Positive behaviour reward system:  

 

Positive Reward Scheme 

 Name under happy face on white board 

 Verbal praise of individuals/groups and whole class 

 Stickers 

 House Point tokens to be used in class and around school. 

 Rewarding for Astrea Dispositions: Resilience, Empathy, Aspiration, Contribution and Happiness. 

 Principal House Point Tokens 

 Weekly Reward Assemblies  

 Informing parents of the child’s success – either in person or a phone call or Postcards home 

 Praise wallets to be sent home with children containing excellent work.  
 
House Points  

 Each is child placed into a house: Oak (Green), Yew(Blue), Birch(Yellow), Willow(Red) 



 

 

 Staff around school reward children for their behaviour with a coloured token, which is to be placed 
in their house tube within their class room.  

 Rewarded behaviour includes: Astrea Dispositions, Good Work, Helpful Behaviour, Kindness, Good 
Effort, In School Achievements, Outside of School Achievements.  

 Each child will have a badge depicting their house. 

 Two house captains for each house – a girl and a boy.  

 The house captains will collect their house tokens at the end of each week from each class. 

 House captains to take a tally of total awarded tokens.  

 If achieved the house captain will exchange 50 tokens for a ball which will be placed in the display 
tubes at the front of school.  

 House Point Rewards 
o Weekly 

 A choice between: Extra Play, Cupcakes or Ice Lollies 
o Half Termly 

 A choice between: Pizza party, Movie time, Disco 
o Yearly 

 A choice between:  Ice Skating Trip, Bowling Trip or Cinema Trip  
 

Addressing Unacceptable or Inappropriate Behaviour 

The shared view of staff is that certain types of behaviour are unacceptable – for example, bad language, 
verbal abuse, shouting, bad manners, aggressive or physically violent behaviour, bullying, disrespectful 
behaviour and racism. 

In the event that an example of this kind of behaviour should occur we recognise that a consistency of 
approach is required. It has been agreed that the following guideline is appropriate: 

 The child or children behaving badly are withdrawn to a quiet area. 

 The staff will try to defuse the situation calmly. A ‘cooling-off’ period may be appropriate 

 The incident or events will be reviewed carefully to ensure that everyone has an agreed view of 
what went wrong 

 The staff will share their honest views and feelings about what has happened, to help the children 
understand the consequences of their actions and learn from them. 

 An attempt is made to find a solution to the difficulty or ways of avoiding a repetition of the events; 
for example, a simple verbal apology, time out for reflection with another member of staff during the 
day or at playtime following the issuing of a yellow or red card. 

 

Our card system  

If the child disrupts their own or and other children’s learning the following procedures will be actioned: 

1. Teachers will give a verbal warning. 

2. If the behaviour persists, the child’s name will be written on the board. 

3. If it still continues then a tick is put by the child’s name. 

4. If the behaviour continues, another tick is put by the child’s name. The child at this point may be 
sent to the main office or the Learning Mentors office. When a child returns then the board is wiped 
clean and the child starts again fresh. This White Card is taken home at the end of the day with the 
reason written on it as to why the child received the card and it should be returned to school the 
following day. Where possible the teacher should talk to the parent/carer and explain why the child 
received the card as well. 

5. If the child’s behaviour does not cease after receiving the White Card the procedure is followed 
again with the name and crosses on the board and are sent out again but this time they receive a 
Yellow Card. 

6. Again when the child returns the board is wiped clean. 

7. If the child is sent out for a third time they then receive a Red Card. 

 

*Please note: 



 

 

The day is split between the morning lessons and the afternoon lessons. The board is wiped clean 
after the morning lessons to give the child a chance to continue the day in a positive manner and 
will also be wiped clean at the end of the school day.  

 
All cards are treated the same as the White Cards with a reason put on it and the child‘s parent/carer to 
sign it and return it the next day. If the card is not brought back the next day, the teacher who has issued 
the card should re-issue the card and the child should be sent to the learning mentor. The learning mentor 
may then speak to the parent/carer or send a duplicate card by post. Red Cards always automatically 
trigger a meeting with the parent/carer regardless of whether the card is brought back. 

White, Yellow and Red Cards can also be given without warning when the behaviour that occurs is not 
acceptable and the child should know better. Examples of these behaviours are swearing, hurting another 
child, damaging property, stealing, and health and safety issues (usually other behaviours than disruption). 
The colour of the card will reflect the severity of the incident through judgement and agreement. If a Red 
Card is given for an incident of this type a member from the Senior Management Team will talk to the 
parent/carer of the child and usually issue fixed term exclusion. 

Teachers are to keep a record of the number of cards a child receives. After 3 White Cards, 2 Yellow Cards 
and 1 Red Card a meeting should be held with the parents/guardians of the child, facilitated by the teacher. 
The head teacher, senior management team and/or learning mentor may also attend the meeting. Within 
the meeting an explanation of behaviour and strategies to address behaviour will be discussed, it may also 
be agreed that external agency (Sheffield MAST team) support is required to help address the schools 
concerns around behaviour.  

Other sanctions may be issued, depending on the age of the child and the severity of the incident, and the 
parent/carer duly informed. 

Conduct giving serious cause for concern always involves the principal and/or the senior management 
team and parents. Pupils on report see the principal who confers with the class teacher and the child on a 
regular basis. Pupils are rewarded as they improve under supervision. 

Short term exclusion will be used for persistent, unacceptable behaviour and the advice and help of the 
outside agencies may also be sought.  

Teaching staff work closely with lunchtime supervisors and support staff to ensure a consistency of 
approach in managing behaviour and our playground areas. Our playground areas have been improved to 
increase play opportunities for all children, both those who prefer energetic play and those who want to sit 
and talk. 

We endeavour to ensure that everyone – children, staff, parents and governors- know our policy and can 
work to ensure that each child’s primary school life is happy and secure. 

Full details of our list of sanctions are available at the school office. 

 

Sanctions 

 Verbal interception for disruption to teaching and learning. 

 10 minutes time out/cooling off period outside the classroom.  

 Exclusion from school trips 

 Discussion with Learning Mentor. 

 Red Card – for more serious incidents HT/DHT assistance required in class. 

 Communication with parent/carer. 

 Break or lunchtime detention. 

 Escalation of cards if behaviour continues. 

 Internal exclusion (HT office or LM office) 

 Exclusion from after school or lunch time clubs. 

 Short term exclusion for serious incidents of physical abuse towards any school member. 

 Long term exclusion for persistently serious behaviour. 

 If a child has not completed an acceptable amount of work within the lesson, the child will be 
requested to complete the work at lunch time. This is to be supervised by a senior member of staff 
within a class room. 



 

 

Greengate Lane Academy adopts a least to most intrusive approach (LMI) which characterises a 
hierarchy of interventions to manage behaviour which falls below what is expected. 

Least to Most Intrusive Approach 

1. Tactically ignore any inappropriate behaviour 

2. Non-verbal messages 

3. Indirect reminders 

4. Direct questions/comments 

5. Conditional direction/re-direction 

6. Simple choice 

7. Distraction, diversion 

8. Repeat, refocus, redirect – allow take up time where appropriate 

9. Clarify the consequence – immediate or deferred 

10. Implement consequence 

 

Step Behaviour Action 

1. Tactically Ignoring Minor irritation –  

(pencil tapping, 

day 

 

dreaming, fiddling) 
 

Ignore the behaviour but deal with at a low 

level when it doesn’t interfere with the 

whole class. 

2.Non-verbal message For talking children, 

calling out, persistent 

fiddling with items 

A quiet reminder – hands to lips, 

using mime to indicate making a 

good choice. 

3.Indirect reminders Persistent undesired 

behaviour. 

Focus on the behaviour desired rather than 

the undesired. ‘Remember inside voices 

when working ‘ etc 

4. Direct Focus direct questions 

‘You are out questions/comments 

Focus direct questions ‘You are out of your 

seat – what are you supposed to be doing?’ 

‘I will come and look at your work in a 

minute’ Making sure this is followed up 

5. Conditional direction/redirection ‘When you have completed your 

work, you can….’ 

‘When the classroom is tidy we will all go 

out to break.’ 

6. Simple choices/instructions Give simple choices or instructions 

e.g. ‘put the toy on my desk please or in 

your bag thanks.’ Ignoring any secondary 

behaviour like tuts, sighs, 

groans as these are intended to 

promote an argument for 

escalation. 

Don’t argue if there is refusal or a 

challenge. Instead use re-direction. 

Re-state what has been said 

without any clarification and the 

question. This is a broken record 

technique. 



 

 

7. Distraction/diversion Behaviour which continues to 

be disruptive. 

‘How is it going?’ ‘I’ll be over in a few 

minutes to check how you’re 

getting on.’ 

‘Sounds like a great computer game – but 

how is you’re writing 

going?’ 

8. Repeat of re-focus 

or re-direct 

Conditions may be applied and take up 

time allowed. 

At this point (or earlier if appropriate) move 

the child aside to discuss matters without 

an audience. 

9. Clarify the consequence Reflection time in class or outside 

classroom. Time lost to be made up in the 

child’s free time at play or lunch time. 

Consequence could be immediate or 

deferred. 

10. Implement the consequence Parents to be informed by LM of their 

child’s behaviour once behaviour has 

escalated to this level. 

Class teacher might see the parents at this 

stage. 

11. Any matters not revolved or becoming persistent should then move on to the next level of intervention beyond 

class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Annex – COVID -19 Additional Information for behaviour policy 

 

1.Context 

 

This document provides information, guidance and clarity over the management of behaviour following 
Covid-19 on the return to school in September 2020. This annex will be active from 1st September 2020 
and will be reviewed by Greengate Lane on an ongoing basis. The information contained within this Annex 
supersedes any conflicting information that exists in the current behaviour policy until the point where the 
Academy, in conjunction with the Trust, choose to revert to the original policy. 

 

This annex contains further details of our arrangements for pupil behaviour with revised procedures from 
the government, in the following areas: 

 

1. Context and key contacts 

2. Behaviour 

3. Sanctions and rewards 

4. Reasonable adjustments 

5. Use of reasonable force/Positive Handling Plans 

6. Exclusions 

7. Support from Astrea 

 

Key Contacts 

Role Name Contact number Email 

 

Behaviour Lead  

Nicholas Warrener 0114 2848322 nicholas.warrener@astreaacademytrust.org 

 

Principal Paul Cross  

paul.cross@ astreaacademytrust.org 

 

Specialist Leader of Behaviour and 

SEND Naomi Reed 07552995410 naomi.reed@astreaacademytrust.org 

 

Executive 

Director of Nicola Crossley 07393237674 nicola.crossley@astreaacademytrust.org 

 

Inclusion and Safeguarding 



 

 

SBM 

Greengate Lane Sally McConnell 0114 2848322 Sally.mcconnellastreaacademytrust.org 

 

 

 

2. Behaviour 

 

On arrival to the academy pupils will be briefed on specific expectations regarding behaviour. These 
revisions are in line with government guidance (updated 02/07/2020) that reflect the new protective 
measures that have been introduced. These new rules and routines have been introduced to ensure safety 
for all. 

 

Rules and Expectations 

As always, we expect pupils to follow reasonable instructions from staff in school. This is particularly 
important at this time as not doing so could compromise the safety of them and others. Building the 
following routines into school culture, supported by behaviour expectations and helping ensure younger 
children and those with SEN understand the need to follow them. Therefore, in addition to the current 
behaviour policy expectations the following rules will apply: 

 

· Observe social distancing. Older pupils will minimise contact between individuals and maintain social 
distancing wherever possible of 2 metres especially between established bubbles. For pupils old enough 
they should be supported to maintain distance and not touch staff and their peers where possible. 
Exceptions to this include young children and children with special educational needs who may not be able 
to maintain social distancing and therefore for them it is acceptable not to distance within their group - 
please refer to section 3 that addresses reasonable adjustments. 

 

· Observe good personal hygiene. Pupils must wash hands thoroughly more often than usual as instructed 
by a member of staff. This will include on arrival to school, on return from breaks, when they change rooms 
and before and after eating. Pupils must also ensure that they manage their respiratory hygiene effectively. 
This includes sneezing and coughing, and pupils must ‘catch it, bin it and kill it’. Spitting is not allowed on 
the Academy grounds and will be sanctioned more seriously than it ordinarily would. 

 

· Pupils must only interact with others in their designated group. Pupils must remain within their designated 
groupings. For primary our pupils this will be within class groups and extended bubbles as identified in 
phases., observing social distancing where possible. Pupils will be expected to sit side by side and face 
forward. 

 

· One way systems around the school building. Pupils will be expected to follow guidelines and markings 
(with adult direction) to move around the school building. For example, a one-way circulation, or divider 
down the middle of a corridor to keep groups apart as they move through the school. 

 

It is important that school consider how to encourage young pupils to learn and practice the new routines 
and habits through rhyming and repetition of activities. Some pupils with SEND (EHCP/SEN support) will 
need specific help and preparation for the changes to routine that this will involve, so the SENCO and 
teacher should plan to meet these needs, for example using social stories. (Please refer to the SEND 
Information Report Annex for further guidance). 

 

It is likely that adverse experiences and/or lack of routines of regular attendance and classroom discipline 
may contribute to disengagement with education upon return to school, resulting in increased incidence of 
poor behaviour. School will work with those pupils who may struggle to re-engage in school and who are at 



 

 

risk of becoming absent and/or persistently disruptive including providing support for overcoming barriers 
and help the reintegration back into school life. 

 

We are aware that the current circumstances can affect the mental health of pupils and their parents in a 
way that affects behaviour. Government guidance on mental health and behaviour in schools is available 
here https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mental-health-and-behaviour-in-schools--2 

 

This document sets out how mental health issues can bring about changes in a young person’s behaviour 
or emotional state and how this can be reflected within the approach to behaviour set out in the government 
guidance https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/behaviour-in-schools 

 

3. Sanctions and Rewards: This document should be read in conjunction with our Standard Behaviour 
policy which sets out positive and negative sanctions. 

 

A set of Covid -19 rules have been set and shared with staff and children. (see appendix 1) 

 

All children will be guided by staff to understand the rational for these rules and the consequences of not 
following these expectations 

 

It is understood that staff will be able to work across established bubbles whist maintaining social 
distancing protocols. 

 

This will include Pastoral support where needed. 

 

Each class will have a “time out” space for initial sanctions for children to have space to initially manage 
emotions and behaviours 

 

Positive rewards will continue on an individual basis and these will be set on a class basis. 

 

Whole group rewards will be developed so that social distancing protocols are maintained. 

 

4. Reasonable adjustments [Use this section to bullet point any school-wide adjustments and/or to set out 
who has responsibility and how this will be managed. Reasonable adjustments need to be considered in 
the implementation of these new rules and expectations. Some children will return to school having been 
exposed to a range of adversity including bereavement and long-term anxiety. This may lead to an increase 
in social, emotional and mental health (SEMH) concerns. Additionally, 

 

where children have special educational needs and disabilities (SEND), their provision may have been 
disrupted during partial school closure and there may be an impact on their behaviour. 

 

As a school we will utilise the use of safe spaces/time-away/sensory activities/opportunity for outdoor 
activities and learning as a way to support pupils’ adjustment to the new routines. This can be done in 
conjunction with allocated support staff. 

 

If a room has been used by an individual then the space must be isolated by appropriate signage and not 
used until cleaned appropriately 

 



 

 

Some children will need additional support and access to services such as Educational Psychologists, 
social workers, and counsellors. For children and young people with SEND, it will be especially important to 
teach new norms and routines around protective measures and personal hygiene clearly and accessibly. 
We will do this by guiding in appropriately sized groups and 1:1support where appropriate 

 

Pastoral support will be provided where necessary as we realise that some children will need to be 
supported in regard to 

 

Supporting the rebuilding of friendships and social engagement 

 

· Addressing and equiping pupils to respond to issues linked to coronavirus 

 

· supporting pupils with approaches to improving their physical and mental wellbeing 

 

5. Positive Handling Plans/Use of reasonable force 

 

Pupils with a current Positive Handling Plan will require a risk assessment to identify what mitigations need 
to be put in place on return to school (e.g. staffing, location, resourcing). In exceptional circumstances, staff 
may need to increase their level of self-protection (e.g. if the pupil is known to spit or bite when 
dysregulated) in-line with the protective measures guidance. 

 

6. Exclusions 

 

An annex to the Astrea Exclusions Policy is circulated separately. 

 

7. Support from Astrea Academy Trust 

 

Astrea central team will continue to provide updates, support and guidance to colleagues as appropriate. 


